Fresenius Medical Care North America
Service Bulletin

Equipment: All Hemodialysis Machines
Bulletin: 15-FRS-001 Rev A
Subject: New Hardware

1.0 PURPOSE
To inform all Facilities, Field Service and Technical Support personnel of an additional tool required when working on newer 2008® Series Hemodialysis machines.

2.0 SCOPE
2008 Series Hemodialysis machines manufactured after September 2014 have a new screw that requires a Torx (T-20) screwdriver. These new Torx screws replace some of the Phillips Head screws used throughout the machine. Torx (T-20) screwdrivers are a common tool and can be purchased at a local hardware store.

If there are any questions regarding this bulletin, contact Fresenius Medical Care Technical Support at 800-227-2572
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